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The tradition of the oppressed teaches us that the ‘state of emergency’ in which we live is not the exception but the rule. We must attain to a conception of history that is in keeping with this insight. (Benjamin 1992: 248-9)

Abstract

The ultimate catastrophe, emerging from the war against terror, is the disappearance of politics. In a sense, therefore, it is deceptive to speak of a ‘politics’ of security for the difference between ‘normal’ politics and politics of security is not a quantitative but a qualitative difference. The difference is between politics as such and a politics, which consciously rejects the political nature of given questions. The subjectivity relevant to terror and security can no longer be related to the idea of freedom based on individual responsibility (discipline) or to the instances of security based on risk management through ‘objective systems’ (control). In stark contrast to both situations, terror and politics of security do not place responsibility in a definite actor or system. The convertibility of the hostage and the infantilization of the citizen bring with them a new constellation of responsibility. This paper explores how tendency of discipline turns in control, and the
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tendency of control in terror. It is in this context that the contemporary politics of security transforms the processes of post-panoptic ‘control’ into a form of sociality, a lifestyle. In this process, the different dispositive of sovereignty, discipline, control, security/terror seem to co-exist, overlap and clash, containing within themselves elements of one another. The logic at work here is that of the series: 1, 1+2, 1+2+3. After all, in relation to the biopolitics (of terror and security), a categorical, Kantian ethics cannot be sufficient. The crucial question is no longer the content of an ethical stance but, rather, the decision as to who counts as a subject worthy of ethical concern in the first place.
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**LA MILITARISATION: UNE COMÉDIE DES T(ERREURS)**

La tradition des opprisés nous enseigne que “l’état d’urgence” dans lequel nous vivons n’est pas l’exception, mais la règle. Nous devons en arriver à une conception de l’histoire qui coïncide avec cette vision (Benjamin 1992: 248-9).

**Résumé**

La dernière catastrophe, issue de la guerre contre la terreur, est la disparition des politiques. Cependant, il est d’une certaine manière trompeur de parler de “politiques” de sécurité, car la différence entre politique “normale” et politique de sécurité n’est pas quantitative, mais qualitative. La différence réside entre les politiques en tant que telles, et une politique qui rejette consciemment la nature politique de certaines questions. La subjectivité inhérente à la terreur et à la sécurité ne peut plus être reliée à l’idée de liberté basée sur la responsabilité individuelle (discipline) ou aux instances de sécurité qui s’appuient sur la gestion du risque au travers de “systèmes objectifs” (contrôle). Contrastant fortement avec ces deux situations, terreur et politique de sécurité n’attribuent pas la responsabilité à un acteur défini ou à un système. La convertibilité de l’otage et l’infantilisation des citoyens véhiculent un nouveau domaine de responsabilité. Cet article examine comment la tendance à la discipline se mue en contrôle, et la tendance au contrôle en terreur. C’est dans ce contexte que la politique contemporaine de sécurité transforme les processus de contrôle post-panoptique en une forme de socialité, en un style de vie. Lors de ce processus, les différents dispositifs de souveraineté, de discipline, de contrôle, de sécurité/terreur semblent coexister, coïncider en partie et entrer en collision, chacun s’appropriant certains éléments de l’autre. La logique est ici celle des séries: 1, 1+2, 1+2+3. Après tout, pour ce qui est des biopolitiques (de terreur et de sécurité), une éthique catégorique kantienne ne saurait être suffisante. La question cruciale n’est plus celle du contenu d’une position éthique, mais plutôt de décider qui appartient de prime abord aux sujets dignes de préoccupation éthique.
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Introduction

The horizon of terror is the absolute fear of catastrophe: an enigmatic fear, a radical uncertainty, which ruptures and disturbs the usual flow of time, setting it out of joint. This is also how Albrecht Dürer’s *The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse* (from 1498) depicts the terror of catastrophe. The ‘four horsemen’ are the direct causes of this terror: the Conqueror, arrow poised in his bow; to his right comes War wielding his sword above his head; then we have the portly figure of Famine, swinging the upturned scales of Justice; and slightly forward of the other three, we have the emaciated figure of Death, pitch-fork in hand. The Four Horsemen surge forwards trampling people beneath them. And above them, peering through the clouds is a smiling Angel, its right hand held as if in benediction. What Dürer conjures in his woodcut is terror *in extremis*, terror as exception, coming from nowhere, with no reason and no warning. As an exceptional event it has no origin in the frame of the picture itself, yet precisely for this reason it shatters the frame, the everyday life of the people. From the point of view of the trampled people, the ‘casualties’, the terror depicted is a traumatic event that cannot be symbolized – hence it is sublimated in Dürer’s print.

But let’s imagine the picture once more, for what becomes interesting when we come to it with our modern eyes is what Dürer cannot imagine: the becoming rule of exception, of terror. Indeed, with the quick but decisive move from 9/11 to the politics of security, terror (and the war against terror) has become the most important factor of sociality, which sustains, rather than shatters, the ‘business as usual’. Since 9/11 many commentators have pointed out that terror has social origins in globalization, in economic and social injustice, that global society itself produces terror. Equally significantly, however, today terror produces society. In the aftermath of 9/11 terror is no longer merely an ‘exceptional’ (real or imagined) catastrophe but has become a dispositif, a technique of governance which imposes a particular conduct, a new model of truth and normality, on contemporary sociality by redefining power relations and by unmaking previous realities.

In the contemporary frame, the four horsemen are not the symbolic horsemen of the apocalypse, but the U.S. Army in Iraq. The Conqueror wields not a bow and arrow, but ‘brings democracy’; War comes in the guise of Peace; Famine is packaged in humanitarian aid and ‘infinite justice’; and Death is biopolitics. The US Army arrive their destinations bringing aid *and* bombs: here the conqueror, the sovereign, delivers both, and at the same time, because, in this frame, aid and war serve the same ends, with the result of a revamped, self-referential Orwellian language – ‘peace is war’ and ‘war is peace’. The unimaginable, for Dürer, becomes our reality. We bear witness to the real catastrophe – when terror as exception and terror as the rule become indistinct. That is, in the modern frame the social world is shattered as terror is deployed as technique. It is no longer an exceptional terror from the outside, it is terror within, terror which occupies an ambivalent zone between, or rather, disrupts the dialectic of exception and the rule. Indeed, ‘it is as if the final result of civilization were a return to the terrors of nature’ (Adorno & Horkheimer 1997: 113.)
I. Apocalypse now – and permanent

‘In its first phase,’ wrote Ulrike Meinhof, ‘the guerilla is shocking’ (2001: 278). The aim of the shock, which she was dreaming to bring forth, was to capture the imagination of the public through sabotage, to introduce a catastrophe into the functioning of the capitalist society so that people would ‘act without being determined by the pressure of the system, without seeing themselves with the eyes of the media, without fear’. She was, as with her ‘comrades’, spectacularly unsuccessful. Bin Laden, in contrast, achieved spectacular success by reversing the tables: he had nothing against the system as such (he is himself a capitalist) and further he used the most lethal weapon of the system, the media, against the system itself by creating a ‘theater of terror’ with the whole world a captive audience (Burke 2004). Indeed, terror seems to exist in so far as it can become a media explosion (see Lotringer & Virilio 1997: 174).

So true is this that it is advisable not to be in a public space where television is operating, considering the high probability that its very presence will precipitate a violent event. The media are always on the scene in advance of terrorist violence. This is what makes terrorism a peculiarly modern form – far more modern than the ‘objective’ causes to which we seek to attribute it: political, sociological or psychological approaches are simply not capable of accounting for such events (Baudrillard 1994: 75-6).

So true is this that terror seems to be a continuation of Hollywood movies by other means. *Fight Club*, for instance, a Hollywood ‘terrorist blockbuster’ from 1999, is framed by the fantasy of undoing the social, destroying consumerism and exploding the American paranoid fantasy of suburban security. In the final ‘romantic’ scene the protagonists walk hand in hand, while behind them is performed an orgy of devastation as buildings explode and collapse. With the collapse of the World Trade Center, this fantasy is realized, and violence, as if it directly emerged from the TV screen, returned in the real, transforming the WTC into the symptom of the contemporary network society, paralleling the manner in which the Titanic had become the symptom of industrial society (Žižek 2002: 15-16). On September the 11th the fantasy of violence, that is, the image of violence without the real event, coincided with its exact opposite, that is, the unimaginable, sublime event, or the event without an image: terror as ‘the greatest work of art imaginable’. Or, in other words, with contemporary terror the real enemy is our own desire, our own fantasies. Compared to Meinhof’s strategy of sabotage, Bin Laden’s is viral – it kills from inside.

Meinhof aimed, through sabotage, at provoking state terror, hoping that through its escalation ‘the enemy betrays himself, becomes visible’ (Meinhof 2001: 279). Again, Bin Laden was better at provoking the state. Thus, only five days after 9/11, Dick Cheney explained to an NBC interviewer how the Bush administration would proceed to deal with terror attacks, blatantly declaring that the administration would ‘work through, sort of, the dark side’ (quoted in Conrad 2005). ‘Dark side’ meant the suspension of habeas corpus and of the international laws regulating the treatment of prisoners of war.
Operating through the ‘dark side’, in an illegal framework, is not new. There has, so to speak, always been a difference between the foreground (the legal façade) and background (the illegal ‘dark side’). What is new is that the difference between the foreground and the background seems to have disappeared today, that the ‘dark side’ is legalized, or normalized, in the war against terror. In the twentieth century almost 200 million people were killed through state terror, primarily aimed against its own populations. In the twenty first century state terror is called politics of security, which justifies itself with reference to and thus mirrors terror. Thus it can curb citizenship rights to save democracy, kill people to protect them from despots, and legalize torture to preserve human dignity.

The thought of security bears within it an essential risk. A state which has security as its sole task and source of legitimacy is a fragile organism; it can always be provoked by terrorism to become itself terrorist. (Agamben 2001)

Security can easily turn into a perversion, that is, (state) terror. When the difference between terror and state disappears, they start to justify each other, terrorizing the political itself. In this sense, both terror and the politics of security tend to transcend politics in a ‘dark’ pact. The obscene/off-scene reality behind the politics of security is that ‘security’ brings with it more terror. Obsession with security, that is, living in permanent fear, is the real victory of terrorism (Baudrillard 2003: 81).

The state in which we live now, in the ‘war on terror’, is one of the endlessly suspended terrorist threat: the Catastrophe (the new terrorist attack) is taken for granted, yet endlessly postponed. Whatever will actually happen, even if it will be a much more horrible attack than that of 9.11, will not yet be ‘that’. And it is crucial here that we accomplish the ‘transcendental’ turn: the true catastrophe is already this, life under the shadow of the permanent threat of a catastrophe. (Žižek 2003: 143)

The ultimate catastrophe, emerging from the war against terror, is the disappearance of politics. In a sense, therefore, it is deceptive to speak of a ‘politics’ of security for the difference between ‘normal’ politics and politics of security is not a quantitative but a qualitative difference. The difference is between politics as such and a politics, which consciously rejects the political nature of given questions. The antagonism is thus not between those who say the world today is secure and those who say it is not. Rather, the antagonism is between those who would consider it a problem within the horizon of politics of security and those who would not. In other words, the antagonism is between security and insecurity, not between security and insecurity (Wæver 1997). Politics of security is, above all, about finding apolitical (e.g. military) solutions to political problems. War, said Clausewitz, is the continuation of politics with other means; the war against terror, or the politics of security, seems to be the continuation of post-politics (or the lack of politics) with other means.

II. Two devils
Towards the end of *The Devils*, Dostoevsky’s classic novel on terrorism, the terrorist/devil, Verkhovensky, modeled on Bakunin’s anarchist friend Nechayev, is asked: why have you perpetrated so many murders, scandals, and criminality? He answers, with feverish haste:

It was all done for the systematic destruction of society and the principles on which it is based, with the object of throwing everybody into a state of hopeless despair and of bringing about a state of general confusion: so that when society – sick, depressed, cynical, and godless, though with an intense yearning for some guiding idea and for self-preservation – had been brought to a point of collapse, [we] could suddenly seize power, raising the banner of revolt… (Dostoevsky 1971: 661-2)

What is significant in this discourse is that the actual society, which the terrorist despises, deserves to be destroyed in the name of an ‘idea’. After all, the terrorist has an idea but lacks a world in which this the idea can be realized. This, however, is not the whole story – in Dostoevsky, there are two, not one, devils:

I repeat, moderate your demands, don’t demand all that is ‘great and beautiful’ of me, and we shall live in peace and harmony, you’ll see. (Dostoevsky 2004: 647)

This is how the second devil speaks towards the end of *Brothers Karamazov*, announcing the ludicrousness of sublimation, of ‘all that is great and beautiful,’ in modern times, and demanding moderation. A banal, normalized devil that no longer speaks the language of evil, a devil without evil. This paradoxical, mediocre devil was the nightmare through which the 19th century dreamed of its future, a future characterized by passivity, or, to use Nietzsche’s words, by a ‘dampening of the feeling of life, mechanical activity, and modest pleasures …’ (Nietzsche 1996: 114). Fast forward two centuries: ours is a society that has turned moderation into an even more straightforward injunction. Hence our obsession with ‘products deprived of their malignant properties, which Žižek often teases: coffee without caffeine, cream without fat, beer without alcohol...’ and so forth (see, for instance, 2002: 10). But what is wrong with a devil without evil? Perhaps our common sense would regard decaffeinated coffee more ‘healthy’ than the normal one, pacifism better than antagonism and the lack of pain preferable to pain. But ‘to the answer already contained in a question … one should respond with questions from another answer’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 110). Revisiting the concept of nihilism is useful for this purpose.

In its origin, nihilism is an inability to accept pain, conflict and antagonism. But since these are parts of life, the search for a pain-free life amounts to the denial of the world as it is. As such, in its origin, nihilism is the invention of another, imaginary world in which pain, conflict and antagonism cease to exist, a transcendent heaven, which is why Nietzsche calls the three monotheistic religions, Judaism, Christendom and Islam, ‘nihilistic religions’ (Nietzsche 1967: 95). A nihilism, which negates *this* life, *this* world, by juxtaposing it to a heavenly, ‘true’ one, and tries to justify these illusions as reason, truth, supreme values, and
so on. With modernity, or, with the ‘death of God,’ this originary, religious nihilism divides itself into two: ‘radical’ and ‘passive’ nihilism. The first insists on transcendence by taking the negation of this world to its logical extreme, that is, the annihilation of the actual world; the second, becoming content with the actual world, gives up its ‘malignant’ properties: passions and values. On the one hand, values that cannot find a world; on the other, a world without values. There is therefore a strange symmetry between the two nihilisms, between willing nothingness and the annihilation of will.

Thus the injunction for moderation is never alone; it is only a part of our contemporary predicament: the decaffeinated reality of passive nihilism is paradoxically accompanied in our culture with a carving for passion and excitement. An oscillation between two (d)evils, between hedonistic passivity and extremist passions: two opposite tendencies juxtaposed to each other in the same social space, connected and disconnected at once, paradoxically united in a non-dialectical, ‘disjunctive synthesis’ (see Deleuze and Guattari 1983: 75-83; Badiou 2000: 22). And significantly, located in such a ‘synthesis,’ Dostoevsky’s moderate, banal devil becomes even more disturbing, even more insulting. Thus the devil continues to speak in the following way:

Indeed you’re angry with me that I have not appeared to you in some sort of red glow, ‘in thunder and lightning,’ with scorched wings, but have presented myself in such a modest form. You’re insulted, first, in your aesthetic feelings, and, second, in your pride: ‘how could such a banal devil come to such a great man?’ (Dostoevsky 2004: 647)

The ‘great man’ the devil addresses with humiliating irony is Ivan, a 19th century radical nihilist with a passion for evil, for the real devil. Ivan desires breaking free from a society which he despises, but he does not know how to, except for violent denial and impotent acts. Yet he is sure of one thing: he wills nothing rather than the passive existence the modern society offers. Touching the void, the ‘nothing,’ becomes a promise of reality. Destruction as a near-life experience. Here we also get the prototype of a spiteful subject, of a terrorist, or, the first devil.

In the primordial scene, which Girard (1986) has described, the society is constituted on the basis of the lynching mob, whose mimetic desire, whose envy and egoism, culminates in sacrificing the scapegoat. With terror, though, we confront the opposite situation in which the mimetic desire does not establish but rather destroys the ‘society.’ Here everybody, and not only the scapegoat, is threatened with destruction. This paradoxical subject is Nietzsche’s radical (or ‘suicidal’) nihilist. Hence Nietzsche’s definition: ‘a nihilist is a man who judges of the world as it is that it ought not to be’. If the supreme values cannot find a place in this world one can just as well destroy it. Thus, the radical nihilist wills the total collapse of the socio-symbolic order. However, the point is that spite or ‘radical nihilism’ has a shared genealogy with other forms of nihilism. Hence Nietzsche’s full definition of a nihilist reads like this: ‘A nihilist is a man who judges of the world as it is that it ought not to be, and of the world as it ought to be that it does not exist’
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(Nietzsche 1967: 318). If supreme values are themselves devalued while, at the same time, this world is preserved, we encounter the situation described by the second part of the definition: passive nihilism, or, a ‘world without values’ (Deleuze 1983: 148). If, on the other hand, one, despite realizing that one’s values are not realizable, still desperately clings to them, we confront the situation of the radical nihilist: values without a world.

Thought in this way, the relationship between radical nihilism and passive nihilism constitutes a disjunctive synthesis. And today this ‘synthesis’ repeats itself in the tension, or rather false antagonism, between post-politics and terrorism. The passive nihilism of post-politics expresses itself as an inability to think of the antagonistic element in politics; hence the emptying out of its constitutive dimension, ‘the political.’ However, this blindness is itself constitutive; it is what constitutes post-politics as a form of politics, a politics in which already recognized groups negotiate interests without challenging the existing hegemonic relations. Politics as game playing without the possibility of changing the game, as a form of hyper-politics. Passive nihilism of post-politics consists in an impossibility of putting a distance to the actual reality, in the impossibility of sublimation in the sense of sustaining the gap between the actual and the virtual, reality and the Real, by maintaining a space for objects considered ‘impossible,’ by giving ‘value to what the reality principle does not value’ (Zupanič 2003: 78). And when the virtual collapses into the actual, politics disappears, the radical questioning of the social becomes impossible. Insofar as politics involves ‘the ongoing critique of reality’ (Bauman 2002: 56), post-politics signifies the foreclosure of politics. In this sense, post-politics brings with it an internal perversion of democracy, a ‘post-democratic’ politics that eliminates real dispute by assuming that everyone is already included in politics and that remaining problems can be dealt with through expert systems (Rancière 1999: 116). Despite its hegemony, however, the lack, or rather the suppression, of antagonism does not make post-politics a peaceful order. Post-politics brings with it a paradoxical violence, the violence of a society bent on neutralizing dissent, rooting out all radicalism, negativity and singularity, a violence that puts an end to the idea of violence as such and therefore can only be met by hatred (Baudrillard 2002: 92-3).

a violence cut off from its object and turning back against that object itself – against the political and the social. It’s no longer anarchist or revolutionary... It’s not interested in the system’s internal contradictions; it targets the very principal of the social and the political. […] It answers the systemic exclusion our society practices by even more exclusion, cutting itself off from the social world by indifference or hatred. (Baudrillard 1998: 66)

Just as previous forms of violence mirrored the level of conflict, hatred mirrors the level of post-political consensus (Baudrillard 2002: 92). As if the culture of passive nihilism, its zeal for security, leads to the loss of immunity; like redundant ‘anti-bodies’ that turn against the organism in which they live, hatred ‘has something of self-aggression and auto-immune pathology about it’ (Ibid. 93.). Hatred is today’s radical nihilist ‘fatal strategy’ against passive nihilism. So, the lack of antagonism in post-politics is countered with an excess of antagonism, a (self)destructive will to nothingness. Thus, today’s ideological arena looks like
a battle ground between un-antagonistic politics and ultra-antagonistic fundamentalism: terrorism. As if when politics is depoliticized, spite is politicized.

So, it seems, ours is a ‘one-dimensional society’ in which the distinctions have disappeared, the opposites are united in a nihilistic disjunctive ‘synthesis.’ The threat is, therefore, Janus-faced. Contemporary terror and the war against terror both are part and parcel of the movement from politics to post-politics. And it is in this movement, which is also the movement of nihilism, that distinctions such as reality/representation, biology/politics, terror/war against terror tend to disappear today. After all, the ‘cancelling out of differences’ is a nihilistic principle par excellence (Deleuze 1983: 46). The power of nihilism is a power that pours everything into indiscernibility (see Baudrillard 1994: 159, 163).

Bin Laden’s terrorism has so far forced the Western democracy to ‘betray itself’ but this did not, as Ulrike Meinhof envisaged, ‘make the masses rise’ and ‘allow contradictions to escalate’ (Meinhof p. 279). Why? The answer is post-politics, which cancels out differences, upon which politics is based: an obscene system in which dialectical polarity no longer exists, a simulacrum, where acts disappear without consequences in indifferent ‘zero-sum signs’ (Baudrillard 1994: 16, 32). Contemporary terror is post-political in the sense that it is a product of indifferent forces rather than political antagonisms. It is ‘viral’: it emanates in the form of metastasis, bringing with it transparency (disappearance), a flattening process characterized by the exacerbation of indiscernibility and the indefinite mutation of social domains (Baudrillard 1990: 7, 50).

Hence the obscene indistinction between terror and the war against terror, which, for all their enmity against each other, resemble twins: they share the same logic on the basis of contradiction and disparity, simultaneously expressing convergence and divergence, similarity and difference, without, of course, perfect identity. Both depict a world of either/or and world politics as a clash between McWorld and Jihad. Both speak in absolutes. Both fetishize their own ‘way of life’ (religious orthodoxy, and security as a new religion). And finally, both have their own priests. Which is why Baudrillard had asked years ago: ‘Why does the World Trade Center have two towers’ (1988a: 143)? Like the twin towers of the WTC, terror and the war against terror mirror each other, confirming the irrelevance of distinction and opposition in a postmodern world. The obscenity of terror is the obscenity of post-politics itself. Terror exists in order to hide that post-politics itself is terrorist in spirit. The apocalypse that was unimaginable to Dürer is a world in which McDonald’s can campaign against obesity, the politics of security can fight against terror, the war against terror can claim to bring democracy to the people it tramples, the ‘victim’ goes berserk and kills even more people than terrorists, and so on.

III. Security as dispositif

In Society Must be Defended, Foucault contrasts biopower, which he also calls ‘the dispositif of security’, to disciplinary power (2003a: 242-3). The ‘life’ relevant to ‘biopolitics’ is the life populations, of man as a species. As a dispositif, security constitutes
the abstract assemblage of strategies of power which replace the disciplinary strategies. Foucault mentions already in *Discipline and Punish* a ‘tendency’ of disciplinary dispositif to become ‘de-institutionalized’, that is, to escape the disciplinary confinement and ‘circulate in a ‘free’ state’ (Foucault 1991: 211). It is this image that Deleuze (1995) employs to discuss the emergence of post-disciplinary ‘societies of control’, in which the geographical/institutional delimitation of discipline, that is, the inside/outside distinction, has become obsolete. As against the persistent image of discipline as an ‘anti-nomadic technique’ (Foucault 1991: 215, 218), power in control societies goes nomadic. One no longer moves from one closed site to another (family, school, barracks, prison, etc.) but is increasingly subjected to free-floating forms of power (Deleuze 1995: 178). In this sense control is a mobile form of discipline, a discipline without walls. Moving from discipline as an exercise of power in enclosed, ‘exceptional’, sites to an exercise of a ‘generalized surveillance’ (Foucault 1991: 209), control generalizes discipline; ‘exception’ becomes the ‘rule’. With intensified and direct access to biological life, control ‘knows no outside’ or no exception (Hardt & Negri 2000: 413).

It is in relation to this ‘life’ relevant to biopolitics that Foucault asks: ‘how will the power to kill and the function of murder operate in this technology of power, which takes life as both its object and its objective’ (Foucault 2003a: 254)? How can death or killing contribute to life? It can, when one form of life is perceived as a threat to another (ibid. 256). In this context Foucault’s example is racism, but the war against terror could do equally well as an example. He writes, when racism is inscribed in state power, its form changes; it becomes an instrument of biopolitics and turns into state racism (ibid. 254; Foucault 1980: 55). What is at stake here is defending society, the social body, against biological threats (2003a: 62). ‘Society Must be Defended!’ by the state, which now starts to act as if it were in a state of war, not against other states but against all that which threatens the population’s biological well-being. The state exists to protect the race. To protect the race, it must kill the other. ‘If you want to live, the other must die’ (2003a: 255). Thus the enemy ceases to remain a political adversary but becomes a biopolitical threat. Killing is no longer perceived to be murder but becomes a kind of cleansing activity, the elimination of a danger. Concomitantly, wars turn into struggles for existence, the instruments of which are ‘exposing someone to death, increasing the risk of death for some people, or, quite simply, political death, expulsion, rejection, and so on’ (ibid. 256). As a result, death becomes a statistical death outside the realm of the law:

death now becomes … the moment when the individual escapes all power, falls back on himself and retreats, so to speak, into his own privacy. Power no longer recognizes death. Power literally ignores death. (ibid. 248)

In short, the dispositif of security leads to the fragmentation of the biopolitical field between those who deserve to live and those who are to die (ibid. 254-5). It introduces a binary rift between ‘us’ and ‘them’, between the ‘normal’ and the ‘abnormal’ (see Foucault 2003b: 316-7). What is decisive here is not only that the ‘abnormal’ makes possible the definition of and sustains the ‘normal’ but also that this biopolitical rift, the exception, is made possible by the law itself. In this sense the logic of security as a dispositif is similar to
Schmitt’s ‘state of exception’ in which the law paradoxically suspends itself. Likewise, the dispositif of security is about legitimizing the state of exception, or, to normalize what is exceptional. In this process, the distinction between war and politics tends to disappear and war increasingly becomes the foundation of politics itself (Hardt & Negri 2004: 12, 21).

So, we are witnessing in post-politics also the revival of sovereignty as a radical, ultrapolitical version of the disavowal of the political by depoliticizing conflicts via direct militarization of politics and of daily life, a process in which order is sublimated as an absolute value in the Schmittian sense (see Žižek 1999). What is foreclosed does not only return as naked violence, as hatred but also as sovereign violence, or, state terror. Terror, needless to say, is an invention of the State, and in this sense the greatest mystification of the ‘war against terror’ is bracketing state terror, the delimitation of the concept of terror to what ‘terrorists’ do. Seen in this perspective, sovereign exception or biopolitics is what sustains the disjunctive synthesis between post-politics and terror. After all, when politics is foreclosed, bare life becomes the main object of politics. Concomitantly, the only way to introduce passion into the world of passive nihilism, to mobilize the hedonist, becomes a politics of fear that targets bare life, or, biopolitics (see Žižek 2008: 34). As Houellebecq writes: ‘Even when there is nothing left to expect from life, there is still something to fear’ (Houellebecq 2004: 71). Even when politics is emptied out of its malignant content, the political, politics remains functional as a politics of fear. Biopolitics and post-politics are thus complementary ideological operations. It is striking, in this respect, to observe the parallel between the infantilized subject of security and the frightened subject of terror, the hostage. The hostage is an anonymous figure, a naked, formless body, which is absolutely convertible: anybody and everybody can be a hostage (Baudrillard 1990: 34-5). Likewise, the politics of security redefines the citizen as a fearful subject to be protected, like a child. Anybody and everybody must be protected. Daily life must be militarized. Consequently, both the enemy and the friend are de-subjectified; while the ‘enemy’ is reduced to an illegal combatant or a fundamentalist, the ‘friend’, the subject of security, becomes infantilized.

It is under the sign of exception that distinctions such as reality/representation, biology/politics, terror/the war against terror tend to disappear today. Of course the law is always posited in a negative way: the rule is known through its transgression, a state through its exception, normal through the pathological and so on. To understand normality one has to understand what it excludes. Or, in Schmitt’s allusion to Kierkegaard, exception ‘explains the general and itself’ (1985: 15). But this ontology presupposes the presence of normality as a background against which the exception can prove itself to be an exception. Post-political, bio-political society is one without such a background, a society in which exception is the rule, in which normality is a life-strategy amongst others. When everything exceptional is ‘normalized’, when the society has absorbed every exception, it becomes impossible to decide whether the exception is the residue of the social or the social itself becomes an exception. Which signals not only the disappearance of the society but also of the remainder: ‘there is ‘virtually’ no more remainder’ (Baudrillard 1994: 144-5). When exception becomes the norm, the norm disappears. But when the norm disappears, exception disappears too. In a sense, therefore, there is no more exception: all society today is organized according to the logic of exception.
In this sense, the spaces created by the war against terror are, above all, spaces in which the exception (war) is the rule, or, has become permanent. The notorious prison Abu Ghraib, for instance, is an exceptional space in that the status of the inmates is that of ‘illegal combatants’ exempted from the law and thus humanity. Reduced to *homo sacer* (Agamben 1998), the ‘enemy’ is simply evil, inhuman, which became obvious especially in the scandal that followed the release of the soldier’s ‘trophy pictures’ where the inmates parade naked outside their cells, are exposed to attacks of dogs, are forced to perform rape, oral sex and masturbation on each other, and so on. In a nutshell, the pictures blur the distinction between the animal and the human, and strip from the prisoners the status of citizen or of legitimate enemy, reducing their life to *homo sacer’s* bare life in an exceptional space, a ‘porntopia’.

Seen from this perspective, whole countries, e.g. ‘rogue states’, can resemble the Abu Ghraib prison. The concept of ‘rogue states’ condenses a negativity that emerges through the logic of dichotomies between order and disorder, normality and perversion, the law and unlaw (despotism) and so on. However, the difference between ‘US’ and the ‘rogue states’ is not merely a dichotomic difference, that is, a difference between elements within the same symbolic economy. Rather, the ‘rogue states’, the space of despotism, signifies what is prior to difference as such. The difference here is that of between difference and the lack of difference. Hence the image of ‘rogue states’ functions as an apolitical category that points out the lack of form rather than another political form. As such, ‘rogue states’ constitute a fantasy space, a pre-social ‘state of nature’. They are, in other words, constructed as the zero-degree of sociality, as a simulacrum, in which there are no differences. And precisely as such, as a fantasy space, the ‘rogue state’ is a symptom of Western democracy; what the war against terror does is to externalize its own perversion, that is, its own unlaw (sovereignty, despotism), to the ‘rogue states’, denying it a constitutive power or a dispositif in its own structure. In other words, the concept of ‘rogue states’ hides its own performative function, the fact that ‘rogue states’ which is actively created as a ‘necessary’ effect of the war against terror, as an excess of the world (dis)order itself.

Foucault showed that the panopticon emerged as an exceptional space but later it became the rule, that is, the whole society worked according to the logic of the panopticon. Indeed, paraphrasing Baudrillard, one could say that the panopticon hides the fact that the rest of the society is a panopticon. By the same token, one could say that the concept of ‘rogue state’ or Abu Ghraib prison, the exceptional spaces of the politics of security, hide the fact that the rest of the world – the American Empire – is a rogue state. Indeed, even though the public is invited to believe that the Abu Ghraib torture pictures misrepresent what the war against terror stands for (democracy, freedom, et cetera), isn’t there more to them? What if the pictures are not an exception but the rule? The striking familiarity of the pictures is more terrifying than what they depict precisely because, as Susan Sontag (2004) put it, the pictures are a testimony to the extent of voyeurism and brutalization present in today’s society. ‘Considered in this light, the photographs are us’ (ibid.). The pictures signify a normalization of what has hitherto been an exception.
It is hard to measure the increasing acceptance of brutality in American life, but its evidence is everywhere, starting with the games of killing that are the principal entertainments of young males to the violence that has become endemic in the group rites of youth on an exuberant kick. From the harsh torments inflicted on incoming students in many American suburban high schools … to rituals of physical brutality and sexual humiliation to be found in working-class bar culture, and institutionalised in our colleges and universities as hazing – America has become a country in which the fantasies and the practice of violence are increasingly, seen as good entertainment, fun. What formerly was segregated as pornography, as the exercise of extreme sado-masochistic longings – such as Pasolini’s last, near-unwatchable film, Saló (1975), depicting orgies of torture in the fascist redoubt in northern Italy at the end of the Mussolini era – is now being normalised, by the apostles of the new, bellicose, imperial America, as high-spirited prankishness or venting (Sontag 2004).

So, insofar as they were subjected to insult and torture, the prisoners in Abu Ghraib tasted a dose of the ‘downside’ of our culture, which constitutes the necessary supplement to the proclaimed values such as democracy, freedom, personal worth, et cetera (Žižek 2004). With the decisive difference, though, that without needing political correctness anymore the ‘downside’ tends to become the upper, ‘normal’ side. Consider the following advert:

![Daisy, Marc Jacobs, The Fragrance for Women, Ad from The Guardian, 28 February 2009](image)

An extremely thin model is photographed lying in a field, wearing white knickers and bra which are only just visible against her pale skin. A giant bottle of perfume resting on her torso. The grass makes shadows on her skin which looks like bruising. The overall impression is that she is almost naked and dead, her body lying abandoned in a field, except
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that she is smiling. Like a Sadean victim, unkillable, enjoying her predicament. Here one is engaged with terror not as a reality but as a simulation, and unconsciously. Precisely as such, however, terror achieves its own discourse, its own process of normalization. The more it becomes a simulacrum, the more it penetrates different domains of life.

Enter the Ford SYN\textsuperscript{US} vehicle, a typical design attempt that transforms the car into a shiny, tail-finned ‘techno sanctuary’ mirroring a brutalism characteristic of most new 4x4 vehicles. A ‘rolling urban command center’, the Ford SYN\textsuperscript{US} looks bank-vault tough on the outside, even more intimidating and outrageous styling than General Motor’s Hummel.

When parked and placed in secure mode, SYN\textsuperscript{US} deploys protective shutters over the windshield and side glass. Small windows on the flanks and roof are non-opening and bullet-resistant. The SYN\textsuperscript{US} concept also signals security through its use of a driverside dial operated combination lock on the B-pillar. Flat glass in a slightly raked windshield furthers the armored-car look of this concept. Bold wheel arches make a design statement as well as accommodate the vehicle's exceptionally wide track. (see Ford 2005)

What is most interesting in the design is the reference to naked power, individual freedom, control and security at once. The car becomes a tank (sovereignty), a space of confinement (discipline), a network of communication (control), and an instrument of unilateral bullying (security/terror). In so far as its brutalism turns the street, the ‘agora’, into a zone in which the main concern is survival, the SYN\textsuperscript{US} is a testimony to a Sadist ‘polis’, which prescribes security as a lifestyle, an environment, in which the ‘citizen’ only can, again, assume the passive role of the Sadean victim. In the politics of security there is an aggressive assertion of something beyond human control: a restless, if impersonal hostility, an antagonism whose source cannot be located entirely in the human, in the common antagonisms of social life. It is as if we were suddenly placed on the side of \textit{Das Ding} and viewing human life … with respect to the Real. But where lies the inhuman \textit{Das Ding}, there is always its human agent. Lacan called it ‘Sade’.

(MacCannell 2000: 67-8).

In the war against terror, the polis (city, civilization, the law) turns into a ‘jungle’, assuming a capacity beyond human control. The ‘city’ becomes a space of transgression trampled by both terrorists and soldiers. In this ‘urban jungle’ the citizen meets \textit{homo sacer} in a struggle for survival.
Let us compare these two benches as two different technological affordances in daily life. In the first we see a traditional urban design element functioning as an affordance that makes polyvalent use possible. In the second, it is obvious that the design of the bench dictates a redefinition of ‘sitting’ for a body (‘discipline’). But at the same time it also urges movement and circulation by making it impossible to sit (‘control’). And finally the design reveals the essence of terror as a dispositif: the bench is designed so that it cancels some of its own functions in order to cancel certain patterns in its environment. So to speak, it destroys itself in order to destroy the undesirable social network around it, which is the terrorist, radical nihilist gesture *par excellence*. Mike Davis (1990: 235) discusses a similar ‘bum-proof’ bench as an exceptional measure to deter the homeless – in the case of Manchester Airport, however, everybody is treated, so to speak, equally as the ‘exception’ is normalized.

As such security/terror joins the previous dispositifs, sovereignty, discipline and control. In contrast to discipline and control, which operate, respectively, in terms of enclosure and flow, terror functions against the background of fear related to uncertainty, insecurity and unsafety. It immobilizes through fear; that is, it is disciplinary without the spatial confinement of discipline and the functional regularity of flows. Discipline worked by creating exceptional zones of confinement. Control changed this, realizing the fantasy generated by the disciplinary society, that of breaking through the wall. Speed became an imperative and controlled ‘freedom’ of movement (along regulated flows) came to coexist with disciplinary or sedentary confinement. Thus the utopia generated by ‘control society’ is that of an unregulated, anarchic flow. Terror in this sense is a utopia specific to control society, its line of escape. It invests in insecurity, uncertainty and unsafety, and turns the citizen into hostage, to *homo sacer*. In the post-political war against terror, the state extends exception through the politics of security; exception becomes permanent. The fantasy generated by terror is, in other words, security.
IV. From tragedy to comedy

Whereas religion could ‘explain’ natural catastrophes with reference to a transcendent God’s will or the devil’s work, in today’s society terror is a stand-in for what goes wrong. Today’s terrorist as ‘devil’ is equally functional. As such, fear finds a materialized enemy in the terrorist and in situations, when sicherheit is reduced to safety, that is, when political problems are recast as military necessities.

The most sinister and painful of contemporary troubles can be best collected under the rubric of Unsicherheit – the German term which blends together the experiences which need three English terms – uncertainty, insecurity and unsafety – to be conveyed. In a fast globalizing world, where a large part of power, and the most seminal part, is taken out of politics, … institutions cannot do much to offer security or certainty. What they can do and what they more often than not are doing is to shift the scattered and diffusive anxiety to one ingredient of Unsicherheit alone – that of safety, the only field in which something can be done and seen to be done. (Bauman 1999: 5)

The states wash their hands of the casualties of the market economy, and, reducing their involvement with social security to a minimum, move ‘from social states to security states’ (Bauman 2004: 87). What is significant in this context is that all threats against a society can be experienced as terror. As Baudrillard writes, even natural catastrophes can be perceived as a form of terrorism not only because big-scale technological accidents have similar effects to terror, but also because terror groups could take responsibility for any catastrophe, any plain crash. What is characteristic for irrational events, after all, is that they can be ascribed to everything and everybody. There is no limit to what can be seen as a criminal intention (Baudrillard, 2003: 98-99n1). And crucially, even the apparently ‘dysfunctional’ aspects of the politics of security perform an indispensable function in this respect. Torture, an extreme actualization of terror as a dispositif, is a good example of such dysfunctional functionality. Thus CIA director Porter Goss could tell that torture ‘doesn’t work. There are better ways to deal with captives’ (quoted in Klein 2005). What is, then, the use of torture, what is the reason for its increasing popularity? The answer comes from an unexpected source:

Lynndie England, the fall girl for Abu Ghraib, was asked during her botched trial why she and her colleagues had forced naked prisoners into a human pyramid. ‘As a way to control them,’ she replied. Exactly. As an interrogation tool, torture is a bust. But when it comes to social control, nothing works quite like torture. (Klein 2005)

That is, torture works not in spite of but rather because of its ‘dysfunctional’ aspect. Like all machinic assemblages, technologies of security work by ‘breaking down’ (see Deleuze & Guattari 1983: 8). Which also explains why the whole ‘war against terror’ increasingly resembles a comedy of errors: no weapons of mass destruction are found; Bin Laden is not caught; democracy did not arrive in Afghanistan or in Iraq, and so on, but everything goes on and on. As Marx said, history always occurs twice; first as tragedy then as comedy. If 9/11 has the structure of tragic event, the war against terror has the structure of a comedy, a non-event. It is so in at least three senses. Firstly, in contrast to tragedy, its narrative structure is parasitic on the expectation of happy endings (democracy, reconciliation, etcetera). Thus, secondly, and again in contrast to tragedy, which necessarily
cause disharmony and disruption by ‘changing everything’, comedy builds upon harmony and consensus; it produces non-events within the confines of a given hegemonic discourse. And thirdly, the only subject position comedy allows for is that of ‘types’ whose actions are a direct outcome of their social positions rather than of individual (‘tragic’) choices. As Aristotle puts it in Poetics, ‘comedy is ... an imitation of inferior people’ (1996: 9). It is striking, in this respect, to observe the parallel between the infantilized subject of security and the frightened subject of terror, the hostage. The hostage is an anonymous figure, a naked, formless body, which is absolutely convertible: anybody and everybody can be a hostage (Baudrillard 1990: 34-5). Likewise, the politics of security redefines the citizen as a fearful subject to be protected, like a child. Anybody and everybody must be protected. Consequently, both the enemy and the friend are de-subjectified; while the ‘enemy’ is reduced to an illegal combatant or a fundamentalist, the ‘friend’, the subject of security, becomes infantilized.

The subject produced within the disciplinary dispositif was that of the prisoner, whose mobility was constrained through confinement, stigmatization, and so on. With control, we have the ‘dividual’, the subject controlled on the move, through multiple systemic inscriptions and codes. Today’s paradigmatic – increasingly infantilized – subject, which the politics of security gestalts, resents not the fall of the symbolic authorities but their lack of authority. It feels an omnipresent fear for its security, not necessarily because of being more threatened than before (e.g. terror is closer) but because risks to security are perceived and experienced as something essential, and because the subject has lost the belief that the state can guarantee its security. As with caffeine-free coffee, the subject desires both security and freedom, both democracy and a strong state, which can act as an ersatz father. In the first modernity the subject referred to needs: ‘I am hungry’. As the community of need is being transformed into a community of fear, today, the contemporary subject cries: ‘I am afraid’ (Beck 1997: 67).

The subjectivity relevant to terror and security can no longer be related to the idea of freedom based on individual responsibility (discipline) or to the instances of security based on risk management through ‘objective systems’ (control). In stark contrast to both situations, terror and politics of security do not place responsibility in a definite actor or system. The convertibility of the hostage and the infantilization of the citizen bring with them a new constellation of responsibility. Baudrillard’s example is illuminating: a car, for instance, emerged as an instrument that promises individual freedom and demanded individual skills and responsibility (discipline); later, with the increasing number of cars, driving necessitates planning and responsibility takes on a collective meaning (control). Finally, with more and more cars produced, the system of planning tends to collapse and mobility turns into its opposite: the driver is stuck in a traffic jam, and nobody gets anywhere on the motorway (terror). This interplay of different co-existing tendencies is the topic of many popular films. In Cronenberg’s films such as Existenz and Videodrome, for instance, everything starts as a game that promises fun if the rules are learned (discipline). Then, the ‘game’ becomes a commodity, whose circulation necessitates a supra-individual,
collective regulation (control). And finally the moment of terror comes when the ‘crash’ or suicidal revolt becomes the only way to escape the system.

To put it in other terms, the tendency of discipline is control, and the tendency of control is terror. It is in this context that the contemporary politics of security transforms the processes of post-panoptic ‘control’ into a form of sociality, a lifestyle. In this process, the different dispositifs of sovereignty, discipline, control, security/terror seem to co-exist, overlap and clash, containing within themselves elements of one another. The logic at work here is that of the series: 1, 1+2, 1+2+3… The accumulative character of security inspires and encourages the coexistence of different dispositifs. Towards the end of Crime and Punishment, another of Dostoevsky’s terrorists, Raskolnikov, dreams of a horrible ‘plague that was spreading from the depths of Asia into Europe. Everyone was to perish, apart from a chosen few, a very few. Some new kind trichinae had appeared, microscopic creatures that lodged themselves in people’s bodies … Fires began, a famine broke out’ (quoted Wood 2005). Raskolnikov’s fantasy targeted bourgeois ressentiment and the banality that characterizes the modern society. He wanted to kill to escape from being an average person. However, unable to escape the terror of banality (society) through terror, he is drowned in his own banality, which is what makes him a tragic figure: transgression ends up affirming the law (Gurbilek 2001: 76-93). Raskolnikov’s society was a different society, though. The contemporary society, in contrast, provokes and promotes the ‘dark forces’, including violence, in a culture of exception. It accommodates violence, transforming terror into a public spectacle. The problem of critique in a society in which transgression has become a rule is not to jump over one’s shadow, to transgress, but to have a shadow, a remainder, in the first place: ‘how can you jump over your shadow when you no longer have one’ (Baudrillard 1994: 144)? How can one take an ethical position in post-politics, in which the absence of critique results in an inability to see the evil as an internal force?

In relation to the biopolitics (of terror and security), a categorical, Kantian ethics cannot be sufficient. The crucial question is no longer the content of an ethical stance but, rather, the decision as to who counts as a subject worthy of ethical concern in the first place. What counts is, in other words, the right to have rights, the right to belong to a common humanity. Against the sovereign exception, a truly universal ethics is one which can testify to the nakedness of the subject of biopolitics. But then how can one go from ethics to politics? How can the spectator become an actor, a transformation, which is ‘the political moment par excellence’ (Boltanski 1999: 31)? To conclude, then, the question regarding the contemporary processes of militarization is the question of nihilism in three senses: the nihilism of the sovereign exception, the (radical) nihilism of terror, and the (passive) nihilism of post-politics. And in so far as this question is not confronted, we will in all likelihood continue living with the false antagonism between post-political passivity and terrorist spite. With the disappearance of the idea of radical political event, political militancy is today confronted with a false choice between non-violence and terrorism (see Hardt & Negri 1994). A choice between a passive nihilist fantasy of non-violence and suicidal strategies of terrorist nihilism is no choice at all. What links the two strategies is nihilism, the negation of life and power. Consequently, the question is how to differentiate
violence, how to assume the difference between creative, productive violence and spiteful destruction, between political militancy and apolitical militarism.

**Conclusion**

This paper concludes with the idea that Benjamin was significantly the first to divide Schmitt’s concept of exception, producing a remainder of it. Schmitt’s project was to legitimize the state of exception, or, to ‘normalize’ it. Benjamin project was opposed to Schmitt’s. Whereas Schmitt wanted to legitimize Nazi power, Benjamin criticized it. Schmitt was conservative, Benjamin revolutionary. Hence to Schmitt’s exception Benjamin opposed the suspension of suspension, a ‘real’ exception, or better, an exception to exception itself. Whereas in Schmitt exception is the political kernel of the law, it becomes divine justice in Benjamin. Schmitt’s exception is nothing else than an attempt at avoiding the ‘real’ exception, the idea of revolution, or, ‘divine violence’ (see Benjamin 1992). Benjamin’s exception, in stark contrast, suspends the relationality between the law and its suspension in ‘a zone of anomy dominated by pure violence with no legal cover’ (Agamben 2003: 33). What if, therefore, a course change is imperative? Not, that is, necessarily of the terrorists’ but our own heading? Let us conclude by re-appropriating Derrida’s expression ‘The Other Heading’, which suggests that it is necessary to change direction. It entails changing goals, deciding on another heading, or changing captains (Derrida 1992: 14). Facing the necessity of finding another heading, let us end with a military joke about a radio conversation of a US naval ship with Canadian authorities off the coast of Newfoundland:

**CANADIANS:** Please divert your course 15 degrees to the south to avoid a collision.

**AMERICANS:** Recommend you divert your course 15 degrees to the north to avoid a collision.

**CANADIANS:** Negative. You will have to divert your course 15 degrees to the south to avoid a collision.

**AMERICANS:** This is the captain of a US Navy ship. I say again, divert YOUR course.

**CANADIANS:** No, I say again, you divert YOUR course.

**AMERICANS:** This is the Aircraft Carrier US LINCOLN, the second largest ship in the United States Atlantic Fleet. We are accompanied with three Destroyers, three Cruisers and numerous support vessels. I DEMAND that you change your course 15 degrees north. I say again, that's one-five degrees north, or counter-measures will be undertaken to ensure the safety of this ship.

**CANADIANS:** This is a lighthouse. Your call.
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